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GEOMETRY OF HALF LIGHTLIKE SUBMANIFOLDS OF

INDEFINITE KAEHLER MANIFOLDS WITH A

QUARTER-SYMMETRIC METRIC CONNECTION

Garima Gupta and Rakesh Kumar

Abstract. We study totally umbilical real half lightlike submanifolds of
indefinite Kaehler manifolds with a quarter-symmetric metric connection.

We obtain some conditions for a real half lightlike submanifold of an

indefinite Kaehler manifold with a quarter-symmetric metric connection
to be a product manifold. We derive the expression for induced Ricci

type tensor R(0,2) and also obtain conditions for R(0,2) to be symmetric.

1. Introduction

In 1996, Duggal and Bejancu [4] introduced the concept of lightlike sub-
manifolds of semi-Riemannian manifolds as for semi-Riemannian manifolds,
null (degenerate) subspaces exist naturally. Duggal and Bejancu used this
theory of lightlike submanifolds to fill important missing part in the general
theory of submanifolds and showed the potential applications of the geometry
of lightlike submanifolds in mathematical physics, particularly in the general
theory of relativity. Moreover, geometry of lightlike submanifolds has signifi-
cant applications in the study of asymptotically flat spacetimes, radiation and
electromagnetic fields, and event horizons of the Kerr and Kruskal black holes
[4, 8, 11] and hence it becomes the topic of present scenario. There are two
classes of lightlike submanifolds of semi-Riemannian manifolds of codimension
2, according to the rank of its radical distribution and known as half lightlike
submanifolds or coisotropic submanifolds [5, 8]. In fact, the geometry of half
lightlike submanifolds is more general than that of coisotropic submanifolds or
lightlike hypersurfaces and moreover most of its geometry can be generalized
to an arbitrary r-lightlike submanifold. Hence, the geometry of half lightlike
submanifolds is strikingly interesting to study.

In 1982, Yano and Imai [23] introduced the notion of a quarter-symmetric

metric connection. A linear connection D̃ on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is
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known as a quarter-symmetric connection if its torsion tensor T̃ satisfies

(1) T̃ (X,Y ) = π(Y )Φ(X)− π(X)Φ(Y ),

for any vector fields X,Y on M , where Φ is a tensor of type (1, 1) and π is a 1-
form associated with a non-vanishing smooth vector field ζ by π(X) = g(X, ζ),

known as the torsion vector field of M . Furthermore, if D̃ satisfies D̃ g = 0,

then D̃ is known as a quarter-symmetric metric connection on M . Mishra and
Pandey [19] studied Ricci quarter-symmetric metric connection and Pusic [20]
defined quarter-symmetric metric connection on a hyperbolic Kaehler space.
Since the geometry of lightlike submanifolds has extensive uses in mathemat-
ical physics therefore Jin [13] studied the geometry of real half lightlike sub-
manifolds of an indefinite Kaehler manifold with a quarter-symmetric metric
connection and presented several classification theorems for such half lightlike
submanifolds. In [14,15], Jin studied the geometry of lightlike hypersurfaces of
an indefinite Kaehler manifold with a quarter-symmetric metric connection. In
[16], Jin studied generic lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite trans-Sasakian
manifold with a quarter-symmetric metric connection and recently in [17], Jin
studied generic lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite Kaehler manifold with
a quarter-symmetric metric connection. Recently in [10], we studied radical
screen transversal (ST)-lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite Kaehler manifold
admitting a quarter symmetric non-metric connection. In present paper, we
study totally umbilical real half lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite Kaehler
manifold with a quarter-symmetric metric connection. In [9], we have studied
screen conformal lightlike submanifolds of semi-Riemannian manifolds and ob-
tained several characterization theorems related to it. In Section 4, we study
screen conformal real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite complex space
form admitting a quarter-symmetric metric connection. Then, we obtain some
conditions for a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold
with a quarter-symmetric metric connection to be a product manifold. We also
derive conditions for induced Ricci type tensor R(0,2) to be symmetric.

2. Half lightlike submanifolds

Let (M, g) be an (m+ 2)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold of index q
such that 1 ≤ q ≤ m+ 1 and (M, g) be a lightlike submanifold of codimension
2 of M . Since M is a lightlike submanifold then TxM and TxM

⊥ are degen-
erate orthogonal subspaces but not complementary and the radical subspace
Rad(TxM) = TxM ∩ TxM⊥ is either a 1-dimensional or 2-dimensional sub-
space. Denote Rad(TM), a radical distribution of tangent bundle TM of M .
If dim(Rad(TM)) = 1 or dim(Rad(TM)) = 2, then submanifold M is called a
half-lightlike submanifold or a coisotropic submanifold, respectively. Let (M, g)
be a half lightlike submanifold of (M, g). Then there exist complementary
non-degenerate distributions S(TM) and S(TM⊥) of Rad(TM) in TM and
TM⊥, respectively, which are known as the screen distribution and screen
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transversal bundle of M respectively, such that TM = Rad(TM)⊥S(TM) and
TM⊥ = Rad(TM)⊥S(TM⊥). Consider S(TM)⊥ be an orthogonal comple-
mentary bundle to S(TM) in TM then S(TM⊥) is a non-degenerate subbundle
of S(TM)⊥ such that S(TM)⊥ = S(TM⊥) ⊕S(TM⊥)⊥, where S(TM⊥)⊥ is
the orthogonal complementary to S(TM⊥) in S(TM)⊥. Let L ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥))
be a unit vector field such that g(L,L) = ε = ±1. For any null section ξ of
Rad(TM), there exists a uniquely define vector field N ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)⊥) such
that g(ξ,N) = 1, g(N,N) = g(N,X) = g(N,L) = 0, for any X ∈ Γ(S(TM)),
for more details see [5, 8]. Denote ltr(TM) as a subbundle of S(TM⊥)⊥

which is locally spanned by N such that tr(TM) = S(TM⊥)⊥ltr(TM) and
called the transversal vector bundle of M with respect to screen distribution
S(TM). Thus TM is decomposed as TM = TM⊥tr(TM) = {Rad(TM) ⊕
ltr(TM)}⊥S(TM)⊥S(TM⊥).

Example 2.1 ([4]). Consider a surface M in R4
2 given by the equations x3 =

1√
2
(x1 + x2) and x4 = 1

2 log(1 + (x1 − x2)2). Then TM = span{Z1, Z2} and

TM⊥ = span{Z3, Z4}, where Z1 =
√

2(1+(x1−x2)2) ∂
∂x1 +(1+(x1−x2)2) ∂

∂x3 +√
2(x1 − x2) ∂

∂x4 , Z2 =
√

2(1 + (x1 − x2)2) ∂
∂x2 + (1 + (x1 − x2)2) ∂

∂x3 −
√

2(x1 −
x2) ∂

∂x4 and Z3 = ∂
∂x1 + ∂

∂x2 +
√

2 ∂
∂x3 , Z4 = 2(x2 − x1) ∂

∂x2 +
√

2(x2 − x1) ∂
∂x3 +

(1 + (x1−x2)2) ∂
∂x4 . Clearly RadTM is a distribution on M of rank 1 spanned

by ξ = Z3. Hence M is a 1-lightlike submanifold of R4
2. Choose S(TM) and

S(TM⊥) spanned by Z2 and Z4 which are timelike and spacelike respectively.
Finally, the lightlike transversal vector bundle is given by ltr(TM) = span{N =
− 1

2
∂
∂x1 + 1

2
∂
∂x2 + 1√

2
∂
∂x3 }, and the transversal bundle is given by tr(TM) =

span{N,Z4}. Hence M is a half lightlike submanifold of R4
2.

Let (M, g) be a half lightlike submanifold of a semi-Riemannian manifold
(M, g) and P be the projection morphism of Γ(TM) on Γ(S(TM)) then local
Gauss and Weingarten formulas of M and S(TM) are respectively given by

(2) ∇̄XY = ∇XY + h(X,Y ) = ∇XY +B(X,Y )N +D(X,Y )L,

(3) ∇̄XN = −ANX + τ(X)N + ρ(X)L,

(4) ∇̄XL = −ALX + φ(X)N,

(5) ∇XPY = ∇∗XPY + C(X,PY )ξ,

(6) ∇Xξ = −A∗ξX − τ(X)ξ,

for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM), where ∇ and ∇∗ are the induced linear connections on
TM and S(TM), respectively.
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3. Indefinite Kaehler manifolds with a quarter-symmetric metric
connection

Let M = (M,J, g) be a real 2m-dimensional indefinite almost Hermitian
manifold, where J is an almost complex structure on M , g is a semi-Riemannian
metric of index q = 2v, 0 < v < m. Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection on
M with respect to g. Then M is called an indefinite Kaehler manifold [1] if J
is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ∇, that is, (∇XJ)Y = 0,
for any vector fields X,Y of M .

Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold
M̄ such that Rad(TM)∩ JRad(TM) = {0}. Since for a real half lightlike sub-
manifold, the screen transversal bundle S(TM⊥) is non-degenerate subbundle
of rank 1 then g(Jξ, ξ) = 0 implies that JRad(TM) is a subbundle of S(TM).
Similarly g(JN,N) = 0 and g(JN, ξ) = −g(N, Jξ) = 0 imply that J(ltr(TM))
is also a subbundle of S(TM). Moreover, for any L ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥), we know
that g(JL,L) = 0, g(JL, ξ) = −g(L, Jξ) = 0 and g(JL,N) = −g(L, JN) =
0, all these relations imply that J(S(TM⊥)) is a subbundle of S(TM), see
[12]. Therefore, there exists a non-degenerate almost complex distribution
H0 on M satisfying J(H0) = H0 (otherwise S(TM) would be degenerate)
such that S(TM) = H0⊥J(S(TM⊥))⊥{JRad(TM) ⊕ Jltr(TM)}. Denote
H′ = J(S(TM⊥))⊥J(ltr(TM)) then

(7) TM = H⊕H′,

where H is a 2-lightlike invariant distribution on M and is given by

H = H0⊥JRad(TM)⊥Rad(TM).

Consider three vector fields U , V and W such that

(8) U = −JN, V = −Jξ, W = −JL.

Denote S the projection morphism of TM on H then any vector field X on
M can be expressed as X = SX + u(X)U + w(X)W , where u and w are 1-
forms locally defined on M by u(X) = g(X,V ) and w(X) = g(X,W ). Here
v(X) = g(X,U) is also local 1-form on M . Using (8), the action of J on the
vector field X is given as follows

(9) JX = FX + u(X)N + w(X)L,

where F is tensor field of type (1, 1) globally defined on M by F = JoS. On
applying J to both sides of above expression, it leads to F 2X = −X+u(X)U+
w(X)W , u(U) = w(W ) = 1, FU = FW = 0.

Let∇ be the Levi-Civita connection on indefinite Kaehler manifold (M,J, g).
If we set

(10) D̃XY = ∇XY − π(X)JY
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for any X,Y ∈ TM . Then using the facts that ∇ g = 0 and T = 0 in (10),
where T is a torsion tensor of the Levi-Civita connection ∇, we obtain

(11) (D̃Xg)(Y,Z) = 0, T̃ (X,Y ) = π(Y )JX − π(X)JY,

where T̃ is a torsion tensor of the connection D̃. Thus by virtue of (1) and

(11), it is clear that D̃ is a quarter-symmetric metric connection on M , see also

[15]. Moreover, it should be noted that (D̃XJ)Y = 0.
Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of indefinite Kaehler manifold

admitting a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. Then the local Gauss
and Weingarten formulas of M and S(TM) are respectively given by

(12) D̃XY = DXY + B̃(X,Y )N + D̃(X,Y )L,

(13) D̃XN = −ÃNX + τ̃(X)N + ρ̃(X)L,

(14) D̃XL = −ÃLX + φ̃(X)N,

(15) DXPY = D∗XPY + C̃(X,PY )ξ,

(16) DXξ = −Ã∗ξX − τ̃(X)ξ,

for X,Y ∈ Γ(TM), ξ ∈ Γ(Rad(TM)), L ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)) and N ∈ Γ(ltr(TM)).

It should be noted that the local second fundamental forms B̃ and D̃ on TM
are independent of the choice of S(TM) and satisfy

(17) B̃(X, ξ) = 0, D̃(X, ξ) = −εφ̃(X).

Further, the local second fundamental forms on TM and S(TM) are related
to their shape operators by

(18) B̃(X,PY ) = g(Ã∗ξX,PY ), ḡ(Ã∗ξX,N) = 0,

(19) C̃(X,PY ) = g(ÃNX,PY ), ḡ(ÃNX,N) = 0,

(20) εD̃(X,Y ) = g(ÃLX,Y )−φ̃(X)η(Y ), ḡ(ÃLX,N) = ερ̃(X) = εη(ÃLX),

for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM), where η is a 1-form on TM and defined by η(X) =
ḡ(X,N). Furthermore, on using (12) in (11), we receive

(21)
(DXg)(Y, Z) = B̃(X,Y )η(Z) + B̃(X,Z)η(Y ),

TD(X,Y ) = π(Y )FX − π(X)FY,

for any X,Y, Z ∈ TM , where TD is a torsion tensor of the connection D.
Thus from (21), it is clear that the induced linear connection D on real half
lightlike M of an indefinite Kaehler manifold with a quarter-symmetric metric

connection D̃ is a quarter-symmetric non-metric connection. Further, solve (2),
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(10) and (12), then compare the tangential, transversal and screen transversal
components, we respectively obtain

(22) DXY = ∇XY − π(X)FY,

(23) B̃(X,Y ) = B(X,Y )− π(X)u(Y ), D̃(X,Y ) = D(X,Y )− π(X)w(Y ).

Next, solve (3), (4), (10), (13) and (14), then compare the tangential, transver-
sal and screen transversal components, we respectively obtain

(24) ÃNX = ANX − π(X)U, ÃLX = ALX − π(X)W, τ̃ = τ, ρ̃ = ρ, φ̃ = φ.

When we solve (5), (6), (15), (16) and (22), then compare the components of
screen distribution and radical distribution, we respectively derive

D∗XPY = ∇∗XPY − π(X)FPY, C̃(X,PY ) = C(X,PY ).(25)

Using the Gauss and Weingarten formulas with respect to the quarter-sym-

metric metric connection D̃, we obtain

(26) (DXF )Y = u(Y )ÃNX + w(Y )ÃLX − B̃(X,Y )U − D̃(X,Y )W,

(27)
DXU = F (ÃNX) + τ̃(X)U + ρ̃(X)W,

B̃(X,U) = u(ÃNX), D̃(X,U) = w(ÃNX),

(28) DXV = F (Ã∗ξX)− τ̃(X)V − εφ̃(X)W,

(29) DXW = F (ÃLX)+φ̃(X)U, B̃(X,W ) = u(ÃLX), D̃(X,W ) = w(ÃLX).

Let R̃, R and R∗ be the curvature tensors of D̃, D and D∗, respectively. Then
on using the Gauss and Weingarten formulas for the quarter-symmetric metric

connection D̃, we derive

R̃(X,Y )Z = R(X,Y )Z + {(DXB̃)(Y,Z)− (DY B̃)(X,Z)}N

+ {(DXD̃)(Y,Z)− (DY D̃)(X,Z)}L+ π(Y )B̃(FX,Z)N

− π(X)B̃(FY,Z)N + π(Y )D̃(FX,Z)L− π(X)D̃(FY,Z)L

+ B̃(X,Z)ÃNY − B̃(Y,Z)ÃNX + D̃(X,Z)ÃLY

− D̃(Y,Z)ÃLX + {B̃(Y,Z)τ̃(X)− B̃(X,Z)τ̃(Y )}N

+ {B̃(Y,Z)ρ̃(X)− B̃(X,Z)ρ̃(Y )}L+ {D̃(Y,Z)φ̃(X)

− D̃(X,Z)φ̃(Y )}N,(30)

for any X,Y, Z ∈ Γ(TM), N ∈ Γ(ltr(TM)) and L ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)). Further-
more, let Z ′ ∈ Γ(TM) then we obtain

g(R̃(X,Y )PZ, PZ ′) = g(R(X,Y )PZ, PZ ′) + B̃(X,PZ)g(ÃNY, PZ
′)

− B̃(Y, PZ)g(ÃNX,PZ
′) + D̃(X,PZ)g(ÃLY, PZ

′)
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− D̃(Y, PZ)g(ÃLX,PZ
′).(31)

g(R̃(X,Y )ξ,N) = g(R(X,Y )ξ,N) + D̃(X, ξ)g(ÃLY,N)

− D̃(Y, ξ)g(ÃLX,N)

= g(R(X,Y )ξ,N)− εφ̃(X)ρ̃(Y ) + εφ̃(Y )ρ̃(X).(32)

(33) g(R̃(X,Y )Z,N) = g(R(X,Y )Z,N) + ρ̃(Y )D̃(X,Z)− ρ̃(X)D̃(Y, Z).

R(X,Y )PZ = R∗(X,Y )PZ + {(DXC̃)(Y, PZ)− (DY C̃)(X,PZ)}ξ

+ τ̃(Y )C̃(X,PZ)ξ − τ̃(X)C̃(Y, PZ)ξ + C̃(X,PZ)Ã∗ξY

− C̃(Y, PZ)Ã∗ξX + π(Y )C̃(PFX,PZ)ξ

− π(X)C̃(PFY, PZ)ξ.(34)

g(R(X,Y )PZ,N) = (DXC̃)(Y, PZ)− (DY C̃)(X,PZ) + τ̃(Y )C̃(X,PZ)

− τ̃(X)C̃(Y, PZ) + π(Y )C̃(PFX,PZ)

− π(X)C̃(PFY, PZ).(35)

Let R be the curvature tensors of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ on an indefinite
Kaehler manifold M . Then by straightforward calculations using (10) and (11),
we have

(36)
R̃(X,Y )Z

= R(X,Y )Z − {(D̃Xπ)Y − (D̃Y π)X + π(Y )π(JX)− π(X)π(JY )}JZ

for any X,Y, Z ∈ TM .

4. Totally umbilical real half lightlike submanifolds

Definition. A real half lightlike submanifold M of an indefinite Kaehler man-

ifold M with quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃ is called a totally umbil-
ical submanifold ([6]) in M , if and only if, on each coordinate neighborhood U
there exist smooth functions α ∈ F(ltr(TM)) and β ∈ F(S(TM⊥)) such that

B̃(X,Y ) = αg(X,Y ), and D̃(X,Y ) = βg(X,Y ) for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM) and
F(M) denotes the algebra of smooth functions on M . Further, M is called a to-

tally geodesic submanifold if B̃(X,Y ) = D̃(X,Y ) = 0 for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM).
A real half lightlike submanifold M is called a screen totally umbilical if there
exists a smooth function γ on coordinate neighborhood U such that

C̃(X,PY ) = γg(X,PY ),(37)

for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM) and if C̃(X,PY ) = 0, M is called a screen totally
geodesic.
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Theorem 4.1. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. If V is
parallel with respect to induced connection D and the screen transversal bun-
dle S(TM⊥) is parallel along TM with respect to quarter-symmetric metric

connection D̃ on M , then M is totally geodesic with respect to the induced
connection D.

Proof. Assume that V is parallel with respect to induced connection D then
using (9) and (28), we have

J(Ã∗ξX)− u(Ã∗ξX)N − w(Ã∗ξX)L− τ̃(X)V − εφ̃(X)W = 0,

on applying J to last equation and then using (8), we obtain

Ã∗ξX − u(Ã∗ξX)U − w(Ã∗ξX)W + τ̃(X)ξ + εφ̃(X)L = 0.

On taking scalar product with respect to N and L to above expression, we get

τ̃ = 0 = φ̃, therefore we have Ã∗ξX = u(Ã∗ξX)U + w(Ã∗ξX)W and this implies

that Ã∗ξX ∈ Γ(Jltr(TM)⊥JS(TM⊥)) for any X ∈ Γ(TM). Next, assume

that S(TM⊥) is parallel along TM with respect to the quarter-symmetric

metric connection D̃, that is, D̃XL ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)) for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and

L ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)) then using (14) with φ̃ = 0, we obtain that ÃLX = 0. Now,
on using the Gauss and Weingarten formulas for the quarter-symmetric metric

connection D̃, it follows that g(Ã∗ξX,W ) = g(D̃Xξ, JL) = −g(Jξ, ÃLX) = 0,

then non-degeneracy of JS(TM⊥) implies that Ã∗ξX = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM).

Thus, on using the facts Ã∗ξX = 0, ÃLX = 0 and φ̃(X) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM)

in (17), (18) and (20), we obtain B̃(X, ξ) = 0, B̃(X,PY ) = 0, D̃(X, ξ) = 0 and

D̃(X,PY ) = 0 for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM), that is, B̃(X,Y ) = 0 = D̃(X,Y ) for
any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM) and hence the result follows. �

Corollary 4.2. Under the hypothesis of the above theorem, the curvature ten-

sors R̃, R and R∗ of D̃, D and D∗ respectively, coincide.

Proof. From above Theorem, it is known that B̃(X,Y ) = 0 = D̃(X,Y ) for any

X,Y ∈ Γ(TM) and τ̃ = 0 = φ̃. Therefore from (31) and (32), we get

g(R̃(X,Y )PZ, PZ ′) = g(R(X,Y )PZ, PZ ′),

g(R̃(X,Y )N, ξ) = g(R(X,Y )N, ξ).

Now, assume that U is parallel with respect to the induced connection D then

using (27) and τ̃ = 0, we have F (ÃNX)+ ρ̃(X)W = 0, on taking inner product

with W , we obtain ρ̃(X) = 0 and consequently F (ÃNX) = 0, that is, ÃNX ∈
Γ(Jltr(TM)⊥JS(TM⊥)). Then using (13) and (14), we have g(ÃNX,W ) =

g(D̃XN, JL) = −g(JN, ÃLX) = 0, as from the above theorem ÃLX = 0, for

any X ∈ Γ(TM) then non-degeneracy of JS(TM⊥) implies that ÃNX = 0,
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using this in (19), we get C̃(X,PY ) = 0 for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM). Therefore
from (34), we have

g(R(X,Y )PZ, PZ ′) = g(R∗(X,Y )PZ, PZ ′),

and hence the result follows. �

Definition. An indefinite complex space form M(c) is a connected indefinite
Kaehler manifold M of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c. Then the
curvature tensor R of the Levi-Civita connection on indefinite Kaehler manifold
M is given by

R(X,Y )Z =
c

4
{g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y + g(JY, Z)JX

− g(JX,Z)JY + 2g(X, JY )JZ}(38)

for all X,Y, Z ∈ Γ(TM).

Theorem 4.3 ([13]). Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite
complex space form M(c) admitting a quarter-symmetric metric connection. If
M is either totally umbilical or screen totally umbilical, then c = 0.

Theorem 4.4 ([13]). Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of M . If h is
symmetric, then ζ is normal to M .

Theorem 4.5. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite com-
plex space form M(c) admitting a quarter-symmetric metric connection such
that the screen distribution S(TM) is totally umbilical in M and h is symmetric
in M . Then the screen distribution S(TM) is totally geodesic in M .

Proof. Using c = 0 by virtue of Theorem 4.3 with (17), (33), (36) and (38), we
derive

g(R(ξ, U)U,N) = ρ̃(ξ)D̃(U,U) + εφ̃(U)ρ̃(U).

Since S(TM) is totally umbilical then on using (21), (35) and (37), it follows
that

g(R(ξ, U)U,N) = −γB̃(U,U)− γπ(U).

On equating above equations, it implies that

ρ̃(ξ)D̃(U,U) + εφ̃(U)ρ̃(U) = −γB̃(U,U)− γπ(U).(39)

On using (18)∼(20) and (27), we obtain

B̃(X,U) = C̃(X,V ), C̃(X,W ) = εD̃(X,U), B̃(X,W ) = εD̃(X,V ).(40)

Furthermore, on using (37) in (40), it gives that B̃(U,U) = γg(U, V ) = γ,

D̃(U,U) = εγg(U,W ) = 0 and D̃(ξ, U) = εγg(ξ,W ) = 0, but on using (17),

D̃(ξ, U) = −εφ̃(U) this implies φ̃(U) = 0 and moreover w(U) = 0. Using all
these facts in (39), we obtain γ2 + γπ(U) = 0, as U = −JN then due to
Theorem 4.4, we have π(U) = 0 therefore γ = 0 and hence the assertion is
complete. �
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Sahin [22] proved that every totally umbilical proper slant submanifold of a
Kaehler manifold is totally geodesic. In the next theorem, we derive analogous
result for real half lightlike submanifolds. In particular, we prove that every
proper totally umbilical real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler

manifold with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃ is totally geodesic
lightlike submanifold.

Theorem 4.6. Let M be a proper totally umbilical real half lightlike submani-
fold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold M admitting a quarter-symmetric metric

connection D̃. Then M is a totally geodesic lightlike submanifold of M .

Proof. Let M be a totally umbilical real half lightlike submanifold then us-

ing (40), we have B̃(W,W ) = εD̃(W,V ) = εβg(W,V ) = 0. Therefore 0 =

B̃(W,W ) = αg(W,W ) = αε implies α = 0. Similarly on using (40), it follows

that D̃(U, V ) = εB̃(U,W ) = εαg(U,W ) = 0, therefore 0 = D̃(U, V ) = βg(U, V )
and this implies that β = 0 as g(V,U) = 1. Hence the assertion follows. �

Definition ([7]). A real half lightlike submanifold M of an indefinite Kaehler
manifold M is said to be screen conformal if there exists a non vanishing smooth
function ψ such that

(41) AN = ψA∗ξ , or equivalently C(X,Y ) = ψB(X,Y )

for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM).

Theorem 4.7 ([13]). Let M be a screen conformal real half lightlike submani-
fold of an indefinite complex space form M(c) with a quarter-symmetric metric
connection. Then c = 0.

Theorem 4.8. Let M be a screen conformal real half lightlike submanifold
of an indefinite complex space form M(c) with a quarter-symmetric metric

connection D̃. Let M be a screen totally umbilical lightlike submanifold of M .
Then γ satisfies the following differential equation

ξ(γ)− γ2

ψ
− γτ̃(ξ) = 0.

Proof. Let M be a screen conformal real half lightlike submanifold of M then
using (23), (25) and (37) with (41), we obtain

B̃(X,PY ) =
γ

ψ
g(X,PY )− π(X)u(PY ).(42)

Furthermore, on using Theorem 4.7 along with (33), (36) and (38), it follows
that

g(R(ξ, V )U,N) = ρ̃(ξ)D̃(V,U)− ρ̃(V )D̃(ξ, U).

Moreover, by straightforward calculations on using (21), (35), (37) and (42),
we obtain

g(R(ξ, V )U,N) = ξ(γ)− γ2

ψ
− γτ̃(ξ).
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On using (40) and (42), it implies that D̃(V,U) = εψB̃(V,W ) = εψ{ γψ g(V,W )−
π(V )u(W )} = 0 and D̃(ξ, U) = εψB̃(ξ,W ) = εψ{ γψ g(ξ,W ) − π(ξ)u(W )} = 0.

Thus on using these results in last two equations, our assertion follows. �

5. Real half lightlike submanifold to be a product manifold

Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold
M then from (7), it is known that TM = H ⊕H′. Hence, if the distributions
H and H′ are parallel distributions on M , then by the decomposition theorem
of de Rham [21], real half lightlike submanifold M of an indefinite Kaehler

manifold M is locally a product manifold of the type MH ×MH′
, where MH

and MH
′

are some leaves of H and H′, respectively, for more details, see ([13,
p. 225]).

Theorem 5.1. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. Then

the distribution H is a parallel distribution on M if and only if B̃(X, JY ) = 0

and D̃(X, JY ) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and Y ∈ Γ(H).

Proof. From the definition of a real half lightlike submanifold, we know that
the distribution H is a parallel distribution on M if and only if DXY ∈ Γ(H)
or equivalently g(DXY, Jξ) = g(DXY, JL) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM), Y ∈
Γ(H), ξ ∈ Γ(Rad(TM)) and L ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)). Using (12), it is immediate

that g(DXY, Jξ) = −g(JD̃XY, ξ) = −g(B̃(X, JY )N, ξ) = −B̃(X, JY ) and

similarly g(DXY, JL) = −g(D̃(X, JY )L,L) = −εD̃(X,JY ). Hence the proof
is complete. �

Theorem 5.2. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. Then

the distribution H′ is a parallel distribution on M if and only if C̃(X,Y ) = 0

and ÃJYX has no component in Γ(H0⊥Rad(TM)) for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and
Y ∈ Γ(H′).

Proof. From the definition of a real half lightlike submanifold, we know that
the distribution H′ is a parallel distribution on M if and only if g(DXY,N)
= g(DXY,Z) = g(DXY, JN) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM), Y ∈ Γ(H′), N ∈
Γ(ltr(TM)) and Z ∈ Γ(H0). By straightforward calculations, on using
(12)∼(14) we obtain

g(DXY,N) = −g(Y, D̃XN) = g(Y, ÃNX) = C̃(X,Y ),(43)

g(DXY,Z) = g(D̃XJY, JZ) = −g(ÃJYX, JZ),(44)

g(DXY, JN) = −g(D̃XJY,N) = g(ÃJYX,N).(45)

Hence, our result follows from (43)∼(45). �
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Example 5.3. Let M = (R10
4 , g, J) be an almost Hermitian manifold furnished

with the indefinite almost Hermitian structure (g, J) given by

g = −dx21 − dx22 − dx23 − dx24 + dx25 + dx26 + dx27 + dx28 + dx29 + dx210

and J(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10) = (−x2, x1,−x4, x3,−x6, x5,−x8, x7,
−x10, x9) in the natural rectangular coordinates (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9,
x10). Let M be an submanifold of R10

4 given by the equations

x1 = x10, x5 =
√

1− x26.

Then

TM = Span
{
X1 = ∂x1 + ∂x10, X2 = ∂x2, X3 = ∂x3, X4 = ∂x4,

X5 = −x6∂x5 + x5∂x6, X6 = ∂x7, X7 = ∂x8, X8 = ∂x9

}
.

Hence M is a 1-lightlike submanifold with Rad(TM) = Span{X1}. Moreover,
using the role of almost complex structure J , JRad(TM) is spanned by JX1 =
∂x2 − ∂x9 = X2 − X8 ∈ Γ(S(TM)), therefore V = ∂x9 − ∂x2. On the other
hand, the lightlike transversal bundle ltr(TM) is spanned by

N =
1

2

{
− ∂x1 + ∂x10

}
,

where

JN =
1

2

{
− ∂x2 − ∂x9

}
= −1

2
X2 −

1

2
X8 ∈ Γ(S(TM)),

therefore U = 1
2X2 + 1

2X8. By direct calculations, we obtain

S(TM⊥) = Span
{
L = x5∂x5 + x6∂x6

}
,

where JL = x5∂x6−x6∂x5 = X5 ∈ Γ(S(TM)), therefore W = x6∂x5−x5∂x6.
Moreover, JX3 = X4 and JX6 = X7, hence H0 = Span{X3, X4, X6, X7}.
Thus, M is a real half lightlike submanifold of (R10

4 , g, J).
Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection of R10

4 then from (10), the connection

D̃ is a quarter-symmetric metric connection. By straightforward calculations,
we derive

∇Uξ = 0, ∇V ξ = 0, ∇W ξ = 0, ∇ξξ = 0,

and
∇Xiξ = 0, ∀ i ∈ {3, 4, 6, 7}.

Hence ∇Xξ = 0 for all X ∈ Γ(TM). Then using (10) and (12), we obtain

B̃(X, ξ) = 0, D̃(X, ξ) = 0 and DXξ = π(X)V , this fact with (16) implies

Ã∗ξX = −π(X)V and τ̃(X) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM). Then further using (18),
we get

B̃(X,V ) = 0, B̃(X,Xi) = 0, ∀ i ∈ {3, 4, 6, 7}.
Hence

(46) B̃(X, JY ) = 0, ∀ X ∈ Γ(TM), Y ∈ Γ(H).
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By straightforward calculations, we also derive

∇UL = 0, ∇V L = 0, ∇ξL = 0, ∇Xi
L = 0, ∇WL = W,

hence ∇XL = 0, when X 6= W , ∇XL = W , when X = W and φ̃(X) = 0.
Then using (10) and (14), we have

(47) ÃLX=−π(X)W when X 6= W and ÃLX=−(1+π(X))W when X = W.

Then further using (20), we get

D̃(X,V ) = 0, D̃(X,Xi) = 0, ∀X ∈ Γ(TM), ∀ i ∈ {3, 4, 6, 7}.

Hence

(48) D̃(X, JY ) = 0, ∀ X ∈ Γ(TM), Y ∈ Γ(H).

Thus using (46) and (48) with Theorem 5.1, the distribution H is a parallel
distribution on M .

Next, we derive

∇UN = 0, ∇VN = 0, ∇WN = 0, ∇ξN = 0, ∇Xi
N = 0.

Hence ∇XN = 0 for all X ∈ Γ(TM) therefore using (10), D̃XN = π(X)U ,
using this fact with (13), we get

(49) ÃNX = −π(X)U,

further using with (19), we obtain

C̃(X,U) = 0, C̃(X,W ) = 0,

this implies

(50) C̃(X,Y ) = 0, ∀ X ∈ Γ(TM), Y ∈ Γ(H′).

Moreover, from (47) and (49), we derive

g(ÃLX,Xi) = 0, g(ÃLX,N) = 0 g(ÃNX,Xi) = 0, g(ÃNX,N) = 0,

for any X ∈ Γ(TM), hence ÃJYX has no component in Γ(H0⊥Rad(TM)) for
any X ∈ Γ(TM) and Y ∈ Γ(H′). Hence using Theorem 5.2, the distribution
H′ is a parallel distribution on M . Thus by the decomposition theorem of de
Rham [21], real half lightlike submanifold M of (R10

4 , g, J) admitting a quarter-

symmetric metric connection D̃ is locally a product manifold of the type MH×
MH

′
, where MH and MH

′
are some leaves of H and H′, respectively.

Theorem 5.4. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. If U ,
V are parallel with respect to induced connection D and S(TM⊥) is parallel

along TM with respect to D̃ on M , then real half lightlike submanifold M is
locally a product manifold.
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Proof. On using the proof of Corollary 4.2, it is known that ÃNX = 0 and

ÃLX = 0, further on using these results in (43)∼(45), it is obvious that
the distribution H′ is a parallel distribution on M . Moreover from Theorem
4.1, it is known that M is totally geodesic lightlike submanifold this implies

B̃(X,Y ) = D̃(X,Y ) = 0 for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM) and in particular, we have

B̃(X, JY ) = D̃(X,JY ) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and Y ∈ Γ(H). Hence the dis-
tribution H is a parallel distribution on M and consequently real half lightlike
submanifold M is locally a product manifold. �

In [3], Chen proved a condition for a CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold
to be a product manifold. In the following theorem, we also derive analogous
condition for a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler mani-

fold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃ to be a locally product
manifold.

Theorem 5.5. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. If F is
parallel with respect to the induced connection D, that is, (DXF )Y = 0 for
any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM), then real half lightlike submanifold M is locally a product
manifold.

Proof. Assume that (DXF )Y = 0 for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM). Let Y ∈ Γ(H′)
therefore FY = 0 then (DXF )Y = 0 implies that FDXY = 0 for any X ∈
Γ(TM) and Y ∈ Γ(H′). Hence the distribution H′ is a parallel distribution
on M . Next, assume that Y ∈ Γ(H) therefore w(Y ) = 0 and u(Y ) = 0 then

on using (26), it follows that B̃(X,Y )U + D̃(X,Y )W = 0. Since Y ∈ Γ(H)
then JY ∈ Γ(H) therefore replacing Y by JY in the last expression and then

taking inner product both sides with Jξ and JL, we get B̃(X, JY ) = 0 and

D̃(X,JY ) = 0, respectively, for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and Y ∈ Γ(H). Hence
from Theorem 5.1, the distribution H is a parallel distribution on M and
consequently real half lightlike submanifold M is locally a product manifold.

�

Theorem 5.6. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃ such that

B̃(X, JY ) = 0 and D̃(X, JY ) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and Y ∈ Γ(H). Suppose
there exists a transversal vector bundle of M which is parallel along H′ with

respect to D̃, that is, D̃XV ∈ Γ(tr(TM)) for any V ∈ Γ(tr(TM)). Then real
half lightlike submanifold M is locally a product manifold.

Proof. Using the hypothesis of the theorem with Theorem 5.1, it is obvious that

the distribution H is a parallel distribution on M . Next, let D̃XV ∈ Γ(tr(TM))

for any V ∈ Γ(tr(TM)) then using (13) and (14), we have ÃVX = 0 and then
using in (43)∼(45), we obtain

g(DXY,N) = 0, g(DXY,Z) = 0, g(DXY, JN) = 0.
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Hence the distribution H′ is a parallel distribution on M and thus real half
lightlike submanifold M is locally a product manifold. �

Theorem 5.7. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. Then the
real half lightlike submanifold M is locally a product manifold if the following
conditions are satisfied:

(a) D̃XV ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)) for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and V ∈ Γ(tr(TM)).

(b) Ã∗ξX ∈ Γ(JS(TM⊥)) for any X ∈ Γ(TM).

Proof. On using condition (a) of the theorem with (13) and (14), it is easy to

show that ÃNX = ÃLX = φ̃(X) = τ̃(X) = 0 and further using these results

in (20), we derive D̃(X,Y ) = 0 for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM). Next, let Y ∈ Γ(H)
then using the condition (b) of the theorem, we have

B̃(X,Y ) = g(D̃XY, ξ) = −g(Y, D̃Xξ) = g(Y, Ã∗ξX) = 0.

Hence B̃(X,Y ) = D̃(X,Y ) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and Y ∈ Γ(H). Thus
using Theorem 5.1, the distribution H is a parallel distribution on M . Since

ÃNX = ÃLX = 0 then using these results in (43)∼(45), the distribution H′ is
also a parallel distribution on M . Hence the real half lightlike submanifold M
is locally a product manifold. �

6. Null sectional curvature

Let N be a null vector of TpM where p ∈ M . Then a plane σ of TpM is
called a null plane directed by N if it contains N such that gp(N , X) = 0 for
any X ∈ σ and there exists Y ∈ σ satisfying gp(Y, Y ) 6= 0. Following Beem-

Ehrlich [2], the null sectional curvature of σ with respect to N and ∇, as a real

number, is defined as KN (σ) =
gp(R(X,N )N ,X)

gp(X,X) , where X is an arbitrary non-

null vector in σ. Clearly KN (σ) is independent of X but depends in a quadratic
fashion on N . Now, consider a null plane σ of TpM where p ∈ M , directed
by ξ ∈ Γ(Rad(TM)), then the null sectional curvature of σ, with respect to ξ

and D, as a real number is defined as Kξ(σ) =
gp(R(Xp,ξ)ξ,Xp)

gp(Xp,Xp)
, where Xp is an

arbitrary non-null vector in σ. Since Xp is non-null, therefore Xp 6= Up and
Xp 6= Vp.

Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite complex space

form M(c) admitting a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃, then using
(17), (30), (36) and (38), the null sectional curvature of σ with respect to ξ
and D, is given by

Kξ(σ) =
1

g(X,X)
{B̃(ξ, ξ)g(ÃNX,X)− B̃(X, ξ)g(ÃNξ,X)

+ D̃(ξ, ξ)g(ÃLX,X)− D̃(X, ξ)g(ÃLξ,X)},
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=
1

g(X,X)
{D̃(ξ, ξ)g(ÃLX,X)− D̃(X, ξ)g(ÃLξ,X)}.(51)

In 2012, Sangeet et al. [18] have established conditions for a GCR-lightlike
submanifold of an indefinite complex space form to be a null holomorphically
flat. Now using Theorem 4.6 in (51), we have the following observation imme-
diately.

Theorem 6.1. Let M be a totally umbilical real half lightlike submanifold of in-
definite complex space form M(c) with a quarter-symmetric metric connection

D̃. Then its null sectional curvature vanishes.

By virtue of Theorem 4.1 in (51), we have the following result.

Theorem 6.2. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of indefinite complex

space form M(c) with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. If V is parallel
with respect to induced connection D and screen transversal bundle S(TM⊥)

is parallel along TM with respect to a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃
on M , then null sectional curvature vanishes.

Definition. A lightlike submanifold M of a semi-Riemannian manifold is said
to be an irrotational submanifold if ∇Xξ ∈ Γ(TM), that is, if B(X, ξ) = 0 and
D(X, ξ) = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and ξ ∈ Γ(Rad(TM)).

Let M be an irrotational real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

Kaehler manifold M with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. Then

using (23), we have B̃(X, ξ) = 0 and D̃(X, ξ) = 0, as u(ξ) = 0 and w(ξ) =
0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM). Thus from (51), we have the following observation
immediately.

Theorem 6.3. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of indefinite complex

space form M(c) with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. If M is a
irrotational lightlike submanifold, then its null sectional curvature vanishes.

Theorem 6.4. Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite

complex space form M(c) with a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃ such

that transversal vector bundle is parallel along TM with respect to D̃, that is,

D̃XV ∈ Γ(tr(TM)) for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and V ∈ Γ(tr(TM)). Then null
sectional curvature vanishes.

Proof. Let D̃XV ∈ Γ(tr(TM)) for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and V ∈ Γ(tr(TM)). Then

ÃVX = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and V ∈ Γ(tr(TM)), or particularly, ÃLX = 0
for any X ∈ Γ(TM) and L ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)). Thus using this result in (51), the
theorem follows immediately. �

It is known that the Ricci tensor Ric of a semi-Riemannian manifold M is
given by Ric(X,Y ) = trace(Z → R(Z,X)Y ) for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM). Then the
induced Ricci type tensor R(0,2) of M is given by R(0,2)(X,Y ) = trace(Z →
R(Z,X)Y ) for any X,Y ∈ Γ(TM). It should be noted that the induced Ricci
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type tensor R(0,2) of a lightlike submanifold M is not symmetric because the
induced connection ∇ is not a metric connection (for detail see [8]). Therefore
in general, induced Ricci type tensor is just a tensor quantity and has no geo-
metric or physical meaning similar to the symmetric Ricci tensor Ric of M .
Hence the study of symmetry of R(0,2) is an important objective. If R(0,2) is
symmetric, then we say R(0,2) as an induced Ricci tensor and will denote it by
Ric.

Let M be a real half lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler man-

ifold M admitting a quarter-symmetric metric connection D̃. Consider an
induced quasi-orthonormal frame of fields {Wa, ξ} on M such that S(TM) =
Span{Wa}, 1 ≤ a ≤ m and Rad(TM) = Span{ξ}. Then the local expression
for the induced Ricci type tensor R(0,2) of M is given as

R(0,2)(X,Y ) =

m∑
a=1

g(R(X,Wa)Y,Wa) + g(R(X, ξ)Y,N),

and using (31) and (32), we obtain

R(0,2)(X,Y ) =
m∑
a=1

{g(R̃(X,Wa)Y,Wa)− B̃(X,Y )g(ÃNWa,Wa)

+ B̃(Wa, Y )g(ÃNX,Wa)− D̃(X,Y )g(ÃLWa,Wa)

+ D̃(Wa, Y )g(ÃLX,Wa)}+ g(R̃(X, ξ)Y,N)

− D̃(X,Y )g(ÃLξ,N) + D̃(ξ, Y )g(ÃLX,N).

Further using (19), (20) and (32), it leads to

R(0,2)(X,Y )−R(0,2)(Y,X)

=

m∑
a=1

{B̃(Y,X)− B̃(X,Y )}C̃(Wa,Wa)

+

m∑
a=1

{B̃(Wa, Y )C̃(X,Wa)− B̃(Wa, X)C̃(Y,Wa)}

+

m∑
a=1

εD̃(Wa,Wa){D̃(Y,X)− D̃(X,Y )}

+

m∑
a=1

ε{D̃(Wa, Y )D̃(X,Wa)− D̃(Wa, X)D̃(Y,Wa)}

+ ρ̃(ξ){D̃(Y,X)− D̃(X,Y )}+ ρ̃(Y ){D̃(X, ξ)− D̃(ξ,X)}

− ρ̃(X){D̃(Y, ξ)− D̃(ξ, Y )}+ g(R(X,Y )ξ,N).(52)

Now, using (15) and (16), we derive

g(R(X,Y )ξ,N) = C̃(Y, Ã∗ξX)− C̃(X, Ã∗ξY )− 2dτ̃(X,Y ),(53)
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also using (12), (13) and (16), we have

C̃(X, Ã∗ξY ) = B̃(X, ÃNY ).(54)

Therefore using (53) and (54) in (52), we obtain

R(0,2)(X,Y )−R(0,2)(Y,X)

=

m∑
a=1

{B̃(Y,X)− B̃(X,Y )}C̃(Wa,Wa)

+

m∑
a=1

{B̃(Wa, Y )C̃(X,Wa)− B̃(Wa, X)C̃(Y,Wa)}

+

m∑
a=1

εD̃(Wa,Wa){D̃(Y,X)− D̃(X,Y )}

+

m∑
a=1

ε{D̃(Wa, Y )D̃(X,Wa)− D̃(Wa, X)D̃(Y,Wa)}

+ ρ̃(ξ){D̃(Y,X)− D̃(X,Y )}+ ρ̃(Y ){D̃(X, ξ)− D̃(ξ,X)}

− ρ̃(X){D̃(Y, ξ)− D̃(ξ, Y )}+ B̃(Y, ÃNX)− B̃(X, ÃNY )− 2dτ̃(X,Y ).(55)

It is obvious that the right hand side of (55) involves the local second funda-

mental forms B̃ and D̃ of a real half lightlike submanifold M and 1-form τ̃ on
TM . Thus using Theorem 4.6, we have the following assertion.

Theorem 6.5. Let M be a totally umbilical real half lightlike submanifold
of an indefinite Kaehler manifold M admitting a quarter-symmetric metric

connection D̃ such that τ̃ is closed on TM . Then induced Ricci type tensor
R(0,2) is symmetric.

Remark 6.6. In Theorem 4.1, we have showed that if V is parallel with respect
to induced connection D and screen transversal bundle S(TM⊥) is parallel

along TM with respect to D̃ on M , then M is totally geodesic and τ̃ = 0 and
hence the induced Ricci type tensor R(0,2) is symmetric.
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